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BRIGHT, SPACIOUS, AND MODERN
Breathing Life into an Aged Traditional Home
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n renovating a traditional Victorian house in Toronto, the design studio +tongtong sought to build a
more modern and spacious home while remaining
true to the vernacular of the neighborhood. The designers focused on two major features—openness and light—
in transforming the structure, named the Zn House.
To increase the flow of natural light into the home,
they inserted a vertical shaft through the home and
topped it with large skylights. With this addition,
warm sunlight now illuminates every f loor of the
home and also animates the zinc ceiling installation
above the kitchen. Principal designer John Tong says
this is the part of the design he cherishes the most:
“I really embrace the slot between the two f loors.
It turns the second-floor hallway into a bridge that
connects all of the floors. This is key to bringing light
down to the first floor.”
In designing the exterior of the home, they united a
darker palette with large glazed doors and windows,
which bathe the home in natural light, create a more
modern look, and allow for pleasant views of the outdoor scenery. The integration of gray and black zinc
panels throughout the interior and exterior of the
home merges the more traditional aspects of the home
with the newer design.
In renovating the third-floor bedroom, they replaced
the gable with an expansive triangular window offering
relaxing views of the neighborhood and the downtown
skyline. Custom triangular blinds shade the room and
retract into a millwork unit when not in use.
In the kitchen, the playful flames of the vent-free
ethanol fireplace add a nice touch to the dining room
ambience. The designers extended the gray millwork
of the kitchen into the dining and living rooms to create continuity.
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Sunlight penetrates all floors of the Zn house through a central shaft and enlivens the zinc ceiling installation above the kitchen.
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(LEFT) Glass walls and windows bathe the house with sunlight during the day, while allowing the golden glow of lights inside to penetrate outward during the evening.
(RIGHT) At the rear, the designers transformed the look of the house to maximize views of the grand elm tree behind the house.

The house was sparsely, but meticulously decorated to match the spacious and functional design scheme.
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(LEFT) By using glass for the wall, the designers delineated boundaries, but simultaneously created a sense of spaciousness. (ABOVE) The designers offset the
predominantly grayscale color scheme with occasional bursts of vivid color.

In front, a massive zinc awning, reminiscent of
quintessential neighborhood corner stores, shades the
house from the elements. And in the yard, a retaining
wall combined with the landscaped berm separates
the private home from the public street and also creates a play area for children, consummated by theater-style seating for parents to watch the fun unfold.
Overall, the designers employed a cool palette of
grays, whites, and blacks complemented by sparse, yet
effective bursts of vibrant color.
A multidisciplinary design studio, +tongtong relishes in the undefined. With its designs, the firm seeks to
develop spaces to spark and nurture creativity, transforming the physical environment into a lively discovery of what is both highly functional and imbued with
cultural significance.

John Tong, the principal designer of +tongtong, has
won numerous design awards and earned international recognition for his work. He founded +tongtong in
2012 with the desire to explore a wider range of project
types and pursue a more collaborative design process.
His past projects and clients include Drake Hotel, W
Hotel Hoboken, The Art Gallery of Ontario’s HandsOn Centre, Café Belong, the Plant Nursery at the Evergreen Brick Works, MTV Canada, Palmer Jarvis DDB,
Estée Lauder – MAC Cosmetics, Party NYC, Ray Civello Salon and Spa, Lululemon, Lileo at the Distillery
and exhibits for the Bata Shoe Museum, Dove, IKEA,
Audi Canada, and the Interior Design Show. His designs have been featured at the Venice Architecture Biennale, MOMA in New York, CCA in Montreal, Design
Exchange and The Interior Design Show in Toronto.
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